Futuriom 5G Catalysts: Telco Cloud and Edge Trends

Key Findings and Highlights
• $100+B C-band Investment Drives the Real Year of 5G. A er several years of the “Year of
5G,” Futuriom believes it’s actually happening in 2021. That’s because communica ons
service providers (CSPs) and cloud providers are making real investments for hundreds of
billions of dollars in the C-band spectrum to roll out 5G and cloud edge infrastructure to
support next-genera on wireless applica ons.
• Top 5G Edge Services. The most promising applica ons and use cases for 5G edge cloud
that will emerge from edge cloud from 2021-2025 include wireless broadband, streaming
media, cloud gaming, connected vehicles, smart anything (Smart X), immersive
experiences (VR/AR), Mul -access Edge Compute (MEC) as-a-service, and private wireless
networks.
• Cloud Ecosystems Are Taking Shape and Will Accelerate in 2021. Public cloud providers
have stepped up their partnerships with CSPs and technology pla orm vendors.
Partnerships among cloud providers, CSPs, and datacenter providers are star ng to
accelerate.
• Cloud Players Are S ll Favored for Edge. Cloud service providers s ll have the strategic
edge and leverage in providing cloud services ranging from IIoT to cloud gaming. In order
to gain market share, CSPs need to focus their mone za on strategies in balance with the
right cloud provider partnerships to avoid “dump pipe” strategies.
• Architecture Catalysts. The arrival of 5G will serve as a catalyst to accelerate network
architectures built on technologies such as virtualiza on and microservices. This will
bene t providers of so ware virtualiza on technology and exper se from the cloud,
as well as technology vendors focused on service automa on, security, and cloud-na ve
architectures.
• Key 5G Edge Pla orm Features. Cloud technology pla orms are migra ng toward cloudna ve pla orms built on microservices that can provide high connec on density, security,
low latency, low power consump on, high bandwidth, and network slicing.
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• Top Technology Bene ciaries. Technology areas that will bene t from 5G deployment
include public cloud providers, content delivery networks (CDNs), cloud networking
technologies, micro datacenters, Internet exchanges, datacenter hos ng providers, smart
network interface cards (NICs), edge orchestra on, security providers, op cal fronthaul,
op cal backhaul, automa on so ware, edge-compute gear, and edge-data management
so ware.
• Key 5G Edge Leaders to Watch (Public Companies). Akamai, Amazon, AMD, AT&T, Ciena,
Cloud are, Dell, Digital Realty, Equinix, Ericsson, Fastly, Google, IBM, Intel, Microso ,
Nokia, HPE, NVIDIA, Qualcomm, T-Mobile, Verizon, and VMware.
• Key 5G Edge Leaders to Watch (Private Companies). Many of the companies featured in
our recent Futurio 40 report have interes ng plays on the cloud edge. Some of these
include Alkira, Arrcus, Aryaka, DriveNets, EDJX, In ot, Inten al, Ken k, Saguna Networks,
StackPath, Triggermesh, Vapor.io, Versa Networks, Volta Networks, and Weaveworks.
• Business Challenges. Top concerns in business deployment of 5G services will include
integra on complexity, cost, exper se in cloud-na ve architectures, service automa on,
security, and network availability and resiliency.
(Note: Our list of companies is not an exhaus ve list, but a descrip on of compelling
technology visions collected by Futuriom analysts.)
Methodology: Over the course of several months, Futuriom analysts interviewed and
surveyed dozens of service providers, technology providers, and enterprise end users to
synthesize a vision for the new edge cloud. This informa on-gathering process included
collec ng answers to surveys we sent to more than 30 technology vendors asking for input,
some of which is included in this report.
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1. Introduction
As 5G infrastructure gets deployed and cloud compu ng resources are extended to the edge of
the network, cloud infrastructure and communica ons networks are becoming increasingly
integrated and merged, a trend that is likely to con nue with the expansion of 5G deployments.
In 2021, deployment is expected to accelerate, demonstrated by the recent hundreds of billions
of dollars in capital being pledged to the rollout of 5G infrastructure and services. In addi on,
support from the nancial markets in the form of low interest rates and a recovering economy
will contribute to this buildout. The “cloudi ca on” of communica ons networks is gathering
steam.
There has been a fair amount of cau on among CSPs about the deployment of 5G because
returns were not large in LTE/4G – generally mid-single digits in return on capital. In order to
succeed, CSPs and cloud providers alike will have to generate new high-margin services using 5G
infrastructure and spectrum. 5G, of course, has been hyped for many years. CSPs have ba led in
marke ng wars while trying to gure out how to deploy billions of dollars in capital that will
produce a return. In Futuriom’s opinion, the marke ng has led the actual technology rollout
because everybody has been stalling while they gure out which applica ons and business
services have the highest poten al to make money. The arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic has
increased the urgency as organiza ons worldwide recognize the importance of digital
infrastructure. Recently, CSPs have demonstrated an understanding of this urgency by stepping
up capital spending plans as well as striking deals with large cloud service providers for hybrid
edge services that combine the capabili es of cloud data services with communica ons
services. A detailed overview of these partnerships is provided in Sec on 4.
Futuriom believes edge cloud and 5G ac vity and spending will accelerate in 2021 because of
the following:
•

The macroeconomic rebound, government s mulus, and lower interest rates will
support aggressive business investment.

•

Recent 5G auc on spending and capital spending plans by both cloud providers and
CSPs indicates they are preparing for an accelera on in deployments

•

Technology trends such as digital transforma on and WFA favor edge cloud
infrastructure and services development.

•

Key edge and cloud technologies in the startup community have further matured
and are ready for deployment.
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With this backdrop, it is interes ng that in the fourth year of the “Year of 5G,” strategic plans
have shi ed among the CSPs. Whatever you think about the long-term success prospects for
CSPs in terms of cloud pro tability, they are crucial to the development of the edge ecosystem
because it won’t happen without a robust public 5G infrastructure. Although private 5G
enterprise deployment will be an important market (and the subject of a separate report in
April), Futuriom believes that public 5G deployments will be crucial to leading and catalyzing
a wider 5G deployment.
With C-band auc on spending exceeding $100 billion and capital spending plans increased by
tens of billions, the 5G rollout looks ready to begin in earnest. In addi on, an expansion of
private enterprise wireless networks using next-genera on WiFi and unlicensed spectrum such
as CBRS is se ng the stage for a common, wireless infrastructure pla orm that can be used to
deploy both public and private communica ons services.
All of this infrastructure growth will spur development of the edge infrastructure and
ecosystem, as CSPs and cloud providers partner to put the cloud and communica ons network
closer to the customer. This includes upgrades to mobile base sta ons, central o ces, and cloud
points of presence (PoPs) to deliver advanced 5G infrastructure and build out the virtualized
infrastructure to support new services and applica ons. This report examines the evolu on of
this “cloud edge,” and what it will mean for poten al emerging business models.
Our analysis shows how the edge is taking shape on the business side, driving and enabling new
applica ons, services, and business models. Large enterprises, organiza ons, and technology
companies are looking at new poten al services and products aided by the extension of cloudfueled applica ons connected to edge endpoints. It’s important to understand how and why
these might be successful.
Futuriom believes that the arrival of 5G has the poten al to change the technology landscape
for many players in a signi cant way. The key is doing so economically, by targe ng the right
services with the right capabili es and infrastructure. 5G will serve as the catalyst for new cloud
communica ons infrastructure built on virtualiza on and microservices. The key to its success
will be the uptake of new “edge-enabled” cloud-based applica ons to drive new services and
business models. In this report, we will delve into the most promising new edge-enabled
services and applica ons including wireless broadband, streaming media, smart anything
(SmartX), retail analy cs, connected vehicles, industrial automa on, public safety, connected
healthcare, augmented reality, and online gaming.
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These services will be deployed by partnership among cloud providers, CSPs, and technology
providers, in strategies we detail in Sec on 4. The grand fear among CSPs is that as they deploy
hundreds of billions of dollars in 5G edge cloud infrastructure, they remain basic providers of
dumb pipes – albeit with smarter features – and collect a rela vely small amount of the pie in
the form of subscrip on fees. This is what happened in the emergence of the 4G/LTE wave, as
the providers of mobile applica ons, cloud infrastructure, and devices accrued a larger amount
of the value and pro ts. So how they enter and de ne these partnerships is crucial, since they
are deploying the bulk of capital for the infrastructure.
In our discussion with industry experts, the consensus appears to be that cloud and so wareas-a-service (SaaS) providers s ll hold the upper hand in leverage and use of the infrastructure,
with the CSPs facing the more di cult task of deploying and managing it. As an example,
Verizon has incurred more than $50 billion in new debt related to 5G infrastructure, but has
guided for only 3%-5% revenue growth over the next few years. Many larger CSPs have made
moves to diversify into services such as streaming media, but they will have to do be er by
taking advantage of advanced 5G services in ver cal markets and IoT in order to reward
shareholders for their large outlays.
For this report, Futuriom interviewed and surveyed dozens of service providers, technology
providers, and enterprise end users to compile this vision. We also combed through informa on
on trends from the Futuriom.com website, news reports, and market releases.
Included here are our conclusions about the poten al emerging business opportuni es on the
edge that will be enabled by 5G. We also outline key use cases and various technology
approaches to edge deployments. Finally, the report also pro les emerging technology
companies and solu ons in the end-to-end edge compute ecosystem and discusses the business
challenges presented by this new market.
[Editor’s note: Futuriom has dug deeply into the cloud edge. We are publishing two reports on
the topic – this report, 5G Catalysts: Telco Cloud and Edge Trends (March/April 2021), as well as
a second report, 5G Private Wireless (April 2021). This report focuses on emergence of the
public communica ons edge cloud, while the 5G Private Wireless report will focus on private
enterprise applica ons for 5G.]
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2. 5G Capabilities and Platforms: Spectrum and Capabilities
The development of the cloud edge touches a wide range of industries and technologies, but
the most crucial aspect is that it will be enabled by the new wave of 5G wireless infrastructure
that has several important characteris cs:
•

•

•

5G infrastructure has a wide range of spectrum features stretching from URLLC to cloud
virtualiza on, with improvements including increased bandwidth, be er latency, and
more exible cloud-based management. This will massively expand the market for
poten al applica ons and services.
The next-genera on wireless infrastructure is the rst to be based on cloud-na ve
design principles and virtualiza on, fostering integra on with a wide range of cloud
services – as well as introducing techniques for ne tuning applica on access and
performance using network slicing.
5G infrastructure will be more open and “disaggregated,” enabling a faster deployment
of infrastructure including into new markets such as enterprise private wireless.

Characteris cs and History of the 5G Edge
There are many debates about what the edge cloud will look like once 5G infrastructure is
connected to the wider range of public cloud and enterprises. The underlying infrastructure for
5G is guided by a speci c set of technology standards generated by the 3GPP standards
partnership.
The infrastructure being built at the edge to connect users, devices, and networks will be key to
all the new services and applica ons. The 5G infrastructure represents a large shi from 4G/LTE,
which was largely built with proprietary, non-virtualized infrastructure. 5G infrastructure will be
built on the same technology common to cloud-na ve pla orms, which will make cloud service
integra on much easier.
In the public communica ons infrastructure, CSPs worldwide ini ally deployed 5G in the NonStandalone (NSA) mode, in which the 5GNR technology was overlaid on the exis ng 4G/LTE
core network and radio access network (RAN). NSA allows CSPs to launch enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB) services to deliver 5G data speeds and boost capacity, while leveraging their
exis ng 4G/LTE infrastructure assets. While the higher broadband speeds enable improved
experiences around video streaming, AR, cloud gaming, and other immersive applica ons, NSA
doesn’t support network slicing, massive Machine-Type Communica ons (mMTC), or URLLC.
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Also, if the network can’t nd a stable 5G signal, it will push that connec on to 4G, which
introduces addi onal latency into the network.
Many edge compute applica ons and services operate just ne without 5G. In the industrial
segment, for example, low-power wide-area networking protocols like Long Range Wide Area
Network (LoRaWAN), Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), and many others
are rou nely deployed for IoT use cases with rela vely low bandwidth requirements. Similarly,
WiFi and 4G/LTE are typically used for connec vity to video cameras as well as for many
applica ons in AR and online gaming.
Edge applica ons with high connec on density will require 5G. A 4G Low Power Wide Area
(LPWA) network can typically support up to 70,000 ac ve connected devices per square
kilometer. As IoT sensors and personal devices, including wearables, proliferate, this maximum
connec on density will become a signi cant limita on. The IMT-2020 standard, which de nes
the technical speci ca ons of 5G, outlines a minimum connec on density of one million devices
per square kilometer, a 14x increase compared to 4G. 5G will therefore be cri cal for highdensity IoT use cases.
The low latency provided by 5G will enable new classes of edge applica ons that bene t from
single-digit millisecond latency, an order of magnitude improvement over 4G. Factory- oor
robots, for example, will be connected to local edge compute resources over a 5G network to
coordinate their ac ons and avoid running into each other. Similarly, drones will leverage lowlatency 5G links to edge compute base sta ons so that object recogni on for naviga on can be
performed on the ground, avoiding the need for a heavy computer and ba ery on the drone
itself. Importantly, 5G networks will be able to guarantee a speci c latency, so that round-trip
network transit delays are fully determinis c. This determinism will be cri cal for use cases such
as synchronizing the high-speed opera on of mul ple robots or ensuring a consistent user
experience with immersive AR.
The high bandwidth delivered by 5G networks is a result of the 5GNR air interface, which uses
much higher radio frequencies than 4G (up to 28 GHz, compared to between 700 MHz and 2.5
GHz). This enables 5G to transfer exponen ally more data than 4G, with carriers forecas ng
data rates as high as 10 Gbps to 20 Gbps. 5G also leverages a new radio technology called
Massive MIMO (Mul ple Input, Mul ple Output), which uses mul ple targeted beams to
spotlight and follow users around a cell site, thereby improving coverage, speed, and capacity.
Ini al 5G deployments involve installing 5GNR with Massive MIMO running on top of the
exis ng 4G infrastructure, referred to as the Non-Standalone (NSA) architecture.
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The high bandwidth of 5G will be a key enabler for a wide range of new and improved edge use
cases based on streaming video, autonomous vehicles, real- me analy cs, and truly hap c
applica ons in robo cs, mines, and the much-hyped remote surgery.
5G network slicing enables a single physical network to be par oned into mul ple virtual
networks, each op mized for the di erent needs of speci c users, whether those users are
consumers or machines. Since the slices are isolated from each other in the control and user
planes, each individual user experiences their network as if it were a dedicated physical
network. A network operator, who might be a carrier owning a public network or an enterprise
with a private network, can deploy only the func ons required to support a par cular customer
or market segment, resul ng in signi cant cost savings compared to deploying full func onality
to devices that will only use a subset of those func ons. Within a single 5G network, for
example, network slicing could provision a highly available, highly secure, low-bandwidth slice
for an IoT applica on like a cluster of smart meters in parallel with a high-throughput, lowlatency slice for an AR service. Network slicing will enable an edge compute pla orm to coste ec vely and e ciently support the needs of a widely diverse range of users, even as those
needs change dynamically.
As outlined above, fundamental proper es of 5G such as high connec on density, low latency,
high bandwidth, and network slicing are catalysts for new edge applica ons and will enable new
business models. The next sec on explores speci c edge use cases that require 5G technology.
In the longer term, CSPs are migra ng to Standalone (SA) 5G deployments, which will fully
unlock the power and promise of 5G technology. Based on a cloud-na ve 5G packet core
architecture along with the new 5G RAN, SA deployments will introduce network slicing, mMTC,
and URLLC. SA will enable a wider range of use cases than NSA while improving opera onal
e ciency and reducing costs for CSPs.

The 3GPP Roadmap & What It Means
The 3GPP is the standards group that creates the mobile industry roadmap. The most recent
roadmap sets out guidelines for the features and capabili es that will be available with 5G. The
gure below summarizes key features of the latest 3GPP release, and maps those features to
key a ributes that will be required to support growth in private wireless networking.
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Features addressed in Release 16 provide guidance on how to overcome many of the hurdles
facing private wireless network adop on at scale. Each of these challenges are addressed in
Release 16, with further work and re nements expected to be addressed by Release 17, which
are expected to be nalized In late
2021.
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Spectrum Considera ons
The most signi cant market factor in the widespread penetra on of 5G and by extension private
wireless network growth is spectrum availability. For most folks familiar with the 5G market, the
need for more and varied spectrum op ons compared to previous wireless technology
genera ons is well known. In short, the capacity needed to sa sfy 5G data rates, and the
density of devices that will operate on a 5G network make it necessary to tap into a broader
array of spectrum resources than have typically been available for 4G, 3G, etc.
5G operates on three di erent spectrum bands. While the speci c band used for an individual
connec on is generally transparent to an end-user, there are important tradeo s in terms of
which band is best suited to di erent categories of edge applica ons.
As such, spectrum resources in low-band, mid-band, and high-band frequency ranges are
expected to be supported by 5G equipment manufacturers. Broad guidelines for each spectrum
band can be de ned as follows:
•

Low-band: 1 GHz and below

•

Mid-band: Between 1 GHz and 6 GHz

•

High-band: Above 24 GHz

While the 3GPP recommends suppor ng opera ons in all three categories, and several subcategories within each band, country and/or regional policy preferences/constraints, as well as
the product development strategies of equipment suppliers, will dictate which bands will be
u lized more heavily than others.
Low-band 5G is typically spectrum below 1 GHz that is primarily used today by US carriers for
3G and LTE. This low-band spectrum provides a very wide coverage area with good building
penetra on, but peak data speeds top out at 100 Mbps. This spectrum is becoming
discon nued for 3G and reclaimed for 5G. One low band (600 MHz-700 MHz) tower can cover
hundreds of square miles with 5G service.
Edge use cases with moderate bandwidth requirements and/or those that involve high mobility,
like in-vehicle infotainment and naviga on, will primarily use low-band 5G spectrum because of
the high coverage and reduced rate of hand-o s between cells. In addi on, wide-area
applica ons and in-building deployments are likely to use lower-band frequencies.
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Mid-band 5G spectrum between 1 GHz and 6 GHz provides faster throughput and lower latency
than low-band. Mid-band transmissions are less suitable for a good in-building penetra on, but
peak speeds can reach as high as 1 Gbps. Massive MIMO (Mul ple Input, Mul ple Output)
technology can be used to enhance penetra on and coverage areas with this spectrum,
grouping several antennas into a single box at one cell tower and crea ng mul ple beams to
many di erent users simultaneously. T-Mobile is promo ng this technology to extend coverage.
A mid-band tower provides 5G service over a radius of several square miles.
O ering a balance between high bandwidth and wide coverage, mid-band 5G is expected to be
used for low-latency edge use cases such as URLLC for cri cal IoT applica ons or control of
drones. With be er wide-area and indoor coverage than high-band, the mid-band spectrum is
an op mal compromise between coverage, quality, throughput, capacity, and latency.
mmWave, or high-band 5G spectrum from 24 GHz, to 100 GHz enables speeds of up to tens of
Gbps at extremely low latency. However, mmWave coverage areas are limited and building
penetra on is very poor, though major equipment companies are focused on overcoming these
propaga on challenges since mmWave is fundamental to achieving 5G’s speed and latency
targets. For mmWave mobile devices to work, both the cell tower and the mobile device must
use new antenna technology capable of dynamically steering and forming the radio beam to
and from the cell tower. A mmWave tower covers a radius of one mile or less. mmWave 5G will
be deployed using “small cells”: low-powered radio access nodes that provide service to both
indoor and outdoor areas. These nodes can work in either licensed or unlicensed spectrum,
with a range up to one mile. mmWave 5G is ideally suited to line-of-sight edge compute
applica ons that require ultra-high bandwidth.
In addi on to a variety of bands to carry signals, dis nc ons between licensed and unlicensed
spectrum have taken on a more prominent role in 5G and private wireless strategy planning.
This includes the interplay of 5G, CBRS, and WiFi, which are all going to be increasingly
integrated to deliver private wireless capabili es for enterprises.
North America in par cular has recently shown some interes ng shi s, as the major U.S.
providers, including AT&T and Verizon, have shi ed focus to C-band spectrum (generally de ned
as 3.4GHz and 42. GHz), which should have the right mix of bandwidth and reach. Previous
opera ons focused on millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum, which provides high bandwidth at
short reach to target xed wireless broadband, have been modest but do not provide a wide
range of applica ons for edge cloud. Indeed, rollouts in the mmWave category have been
underwhelming, only targe ng subscribers in the mid-single-digit millions.
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Following are a few details on some of the recent investment plans given by the North American
operators:
— AT&T (T) acquired 80 MHz of spectrum for $27.4 billion in the FCC’s auc on. It plans to spend
between $6 billion and $8 billion between now and 2024 on deploying the rst 40 MHz of its
newly acquired resources, equipping between 70 million and 75 million points of presence
(PoPs) by the end of 2022. In 2021, AT&T will extend its broadband ber footprint to over 90
metros, serving 3 million new customers. All this spend is already included in AT&T’s $18 billion
projected capex for 2021. AT&T plans to pay back $23 billion of its spectrum bill this year from
its available cash.
— T-Mobile US (T-MUS), which acquired 40 MHz of spectrum for $10.5 billion, an cipates
spending between $11.7 billion and $12 billion in 2021 on capex, including 5G. By the end of
2023, the carrier plans to have its 5G network infrastructure completed and ready to deploy all
of its spectrum alloca on. T-Mobile also boasts that due to its modest spending on spectrum
(the least of the three leading carriers), it won’t have to struggle with payback or capex to
accommodate growth. Indeed, the company plans for a $60 billion buyback of stock between
2023 and 2025.
— Verizon (VZ) acquired the most spectrum of all buyers — 161 MHz, for which it paid $52.9
billion. The carrier expects to spend $10 billion above its ordinary capex annually for the next
three years. (Projected capex before those extra charges was originally between $17.5 and
$18.5 billion for 2021.) Verizon plans to add 5G in 46 markets serving 100 million people over
the next 12 months. By 2024, coverage will increase to 250 million people. Verizon expects new
services to fund the payback on spectrum, via revenue increases of 2% or more in 2021,
growing to 4% by 2024.
So far, all the proposed spending will be a spike for the top carriers this year, though not the
biggest in recent mes. AT&T, for instance, spent heavily in 2017 and 2018 on ber and its
FirstNet rst responder network, compared to what it spent last year. And T-Mobile invested
heavily in 5G and was able to include numbers from the Sprint merger, making 2020 a standout
capex year, as indicated in the chart on the next page:
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Carriers di er in their emphasis on new markets driven by 5G. But AT&T and Verizon have
stressed the importance of the network edge. And in both cases, execu ves said ecosystem
partnerships, including ones with cloud providers, will be key to addressing enterprise demand
for edge resources.
“We will con nue to expand our 5G edge solu ons in 2021, developing customer-led
applica ons with technology partners like Microso , IBM, Accenture, Google and Deloi e,” said
Je ery Sco McElfresh, CEO of AT&T Communica ons LLC, which owns the wireless and
broadband assets of the rm, during the AT&T Analyst and Investor Day event on March 12,
2021. All these players are part of trials in which AT&T is pairing its edge infrastructure with
cloud services.
Verizon also emphasized its Intelligent Edge services via MEC as key to successful 5G. During the
carrier’s Virtual Investor Day on March 10, Kyle Malady, Verizon’s EVP and CTO, stated:
“Last year, we were the rst in the world to deploy a public MEC [mul -access
edge compute] solu on with AWS. We deployed 10 zones in 2020 and will deploy
an addi onal 10 this year. We an cipate that C-band will accelerate MEC
adop on. In addi on, we will start private MEC deployments in partnership with
Microso that feature 5G in-building solu ons.”
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To reach a broader market, CSPs as well as enterprises are targe ng more exible 5G spectrum,
including the C-band as well as CBRS. The U.S. CSPs have now invested billions in C-band
spectrum, which is in the 3.7 GHz to 3.98 GHz range. In just the past few months, the largest
North American service providers, including AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon, recently spent more
than $100 billion in the C-band spectrum auc on by the Federal Communica ons Commission
(FCC), as shown in the chart below. T-Mobile also has invested billions in the 2.5 GHz spectrum,
which it argues has be er coverage. All of the carriers have updated their investment plans,
increasing capital spending to deploy a wider 5G infrastructure that will extend coverage farther
than the exis ng infrastructure, which had been previously dominated by shorter-range, highbandwidth mmWave deployments. The overall e ect will be an expansion of coverage by the
major carriers inves ng in C-band.
The chart below, based on data gathered from research at Raymond James and FCC, shows the
recent alloca on of the major U.S. carriers, who have been ramping up their spectrum
alloca ons through acquisi ons and FCC auc ons.
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Na onal governments will have a large role to play on the spectrum availability front.
To date, a growing number of governments are being proac ve in addressing the need for
spectrum alloca ons to support private wireless networks. Where governments have been
proac ve, the market has seen some of the greatest early private wireless momentum. For
example, in Germany, where the government has made private wireless licenses available to the
private sector at highly compe ve prices, there has been substan al early work on private
wireless. Other governments have taken a less direct approach, such as the United States,
where groups like the CBRS Alliance have been at the forefront of designing schemes that will
enable a variety of public- and private-sector customers to gain access to spectrum for
specialized (i.e., private) wireless network implementa ons. While these two examples are
among the more high-pro le ac vi es, governments throughout Europe and industrialized
countries in the Asia-Paci c region are all undertaking ini a ves to make spectrum available for
private wireless adop on.

Latency, the Edge & What It All Means
The ques on of “where is the edge?” is di cult to answer. It could be a regional PoP or Internet
exchange, an end-market device such as a gaming console or industrial gateway, or a central
o ce in a CSP network. The cloud edge will take on di erent meanings depending on the
industry, the ecosystem, and the applica ons.
The key is de ning the infrastructure for new services and what latency will be required. The
challenge is that each cloud or CSP operator has a di erent network topology, meaning the
number of hops it takes for tra c to get through the network is not equivalent across
operators. The diagram below shows the range of network access points and possible
topologies, with a range of expected latency and network access.
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Discussing latency in edge compute and cloud deployments can generate animated discussions.
There are many variables in the technology to reduce latency – for example, so ware, memory,
and networking infrastructure all come into play. But all things being equal, the most obvious
variable is the distance between two connected devices, as physics limits the speed at which
electrons can be delivered.
In our discussions, there seem to be two camps: The communica ons-centric camp (Telco
Camp) believes that strategic real estate closer to the customer will get the lowest latency.
The Cloud Camp believes this is less important - regional datacenters are plenty close enough to
deliver low-latency access to cloud applica ons. The reality is that latency choices will depend
on the applica ons. In some cases, it makes sense that compute func ons are going to happen
at the edge, whether that's a local node or even a device. In one example, retail analy cs will
use edge compute nodes at the loca on to deliver speci c data or applica ons to the
customers. Yet another example is a connect vehicle, which will process a lot of data on board
while sharing telemetry and other informa on with the cloud.
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Simon Crosby, the founder and CTO of edge technology play Swim, recently brought up an
interes ng point in a Futuriom interview. Crosby points out that it’s all about the data and
where it’s needed. The edge cloud will generate enormous amounts of data from devices such
as sensors and in some cases, data isn’t needed in the cloud at all, but can be processed and
“thrown away” at the edge. As Crosby points out, much of the data that’s gathered has a short
lifespan and really isn’t economical to bring back into the core cloud.
“The problem we are trying to deal with at the edge is that there is tons of data,” Crosby
recently told me. “The City of Las Vegas streams 50 terabytes per day. There isn’t a cloud big
enough to put that in. And you don’t want to pay that store it in AWS.”
Another interes ng vendor we spoke to, Hazelcast, points out that data storage is a big issue
with latency, depending on where it’s stored in the cloud. Hazelcast has built an en re system
designed to speed up data access at the edge of the network to lower latency below 20ms.
It doesn’t this by op mizing in-memory storage for applica ons.
The bo om line is that there are myriad use cases that require a wide range of latencies and
compute requirements. Operators, cloud providers, and enterprises must evaluate many factors
when building an edge compute infrastructure. As a general guideline, the URLLC capabili es of
5G will serve advanced services such as factory automa on, autonomous driving, and medical
applica ons. Most of the de ni ons around URLLC require latency under 10ms, possibly much
lower and as low as 1ms.
But in many cases, the “far edge” will be good enough for most applica ons. Cloud providers
are building out regional PoPs and local access points, which will be ne for many applica ons
that need 20ms-100ms capabili es. In some interes ng data generated by Microso Azure and
Cisco's ThousandEyes in 2020, connec vity between some local cloud loca ons can be as low as
2ms in local regions and as high as 400ms globally (for example, from South Africa to Australia
in the Azure data), but most regional cloud connec ons (for example, within Europe or the
eastern United States) were less than 50ms, and many hops within regions were under 10ms.
(Source: h ps://docs.microso .com/en-us/azure/networking/azure-network-latency)
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3. Key Catalysts: Top Use Cases for 5G Edge Cloud
With the vast capabili es of 5G laid out, the next ques on is naturally: What will it be used for?
The emergence of the new edge cloud architecture will no doubt have a large impact on the
economic and strategic business aspects of the communica ons technology industry.
Management rm McKinsey says 5G will generate trillions of dollars in gains in GDP and
produc vity, with the bulk of that linked to industrial automa on and digital transforma on.
Success will depend on delivering key use cases to a variety of industries.
The bene ts introduced by 5G will enable many previously tethered applica ons and services,
such as streaming 4K video; teleopera on (e.g., real- me remote control of equipment,
machines, or robots); hap c communica ons (the use of physical touch as an interface); and
more. This will be largely based on unique capabili es enabled by 5G New Radio (5GNR), which
will support ultra reliable and low latency communica ons (URLLC) for both mission-cri cal
business services and latency-sensi ve consumer services.
Many exis ng edge-compute applica ons can be supported with 4G/LTE connec vity or even
low-power, wide-area networking protocols. A wide range of new use cases, however, will
require 5G in order to maximize connec on density, boost bandwidth, minimize latency, or
guarantee quality of service via network slicing.
In addi on, the extension of 5G will go hand-and-hand with new edge compute technologies,
designed to speed up and op mize compute-intensive applica ons. The concept of edge
compute is straigh orward: Locate compute and storage at the edge of the network, close to
the physical loca on where data is collected, enabling that data to be processed and analyzed
locally rather than in a central datacenter or in the cloud. This architecture minimizes the
latency associated with decision-making in real- me applica ons, reduces connec vity costs by
sending only the informa on that ma ers to the cloud, improves security by keeping sensi ve
data close to its source, and enables autonomous opera on in the event that connec vity is lost
or intermi ent.
The capabili es of 5G are expected to enable a plethora of edge use cases that were either not
achievable or not cost-e ec ve using 4G/LTE technology. In many industrial applica ons, for
instance, connec vity to the cloud is either non-existent or intermi ent. An oil rig, for example,
needs to func on autonomously, with opera onal decision-making based on data that is
analyzed locally. Edge compute enables real- me processing of data from a large number of
sensors, with highly ltered informa on transmi ed to the cloud during the windows of me
when connec vity is available — for instance, during a satellite connec on with limited
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bandwidth. IoT applica ons that have stringent reliability requirements will u lize 5G
(as opposed to WiFi or other non-cellular communica ons) because it supports the need for
communica ons on demand. WiFi is not reliable enough to support a sensor that wakes up to
send a message about cri cal measurements for industrial equipment.
A er extensive review of the exis ng services and applica ons star ng to reach the market,
Futuriom has iden ed the top use cases the 5G cloud edge. They include the following:
Fixed and Mobile Broadband. With remote work and WFA programs expanding, 5G mobile
access is going to be increasingly important in delivering high-bandwidth services to remote
workers on the roam, home o ces, and “micro branches.” The mmWave experiment has had
limited impact, but C-band proper es o er further reach and be er coverage with the exis ng
cell site deployments. The market has probably underes mated demand for this use case, as we
have been seeing growing enterprise demand for 5G broadband features.
Case study example: Singtel, which operates a 5G network in Singapore, has rebuilt payphone
booths into mul media kiosks, providing round-the-clock access to Singtel services and
complimentary 5G-powered WiFi. The Unboxed Lite service provides WiFi connec ons using
Singtel's 5G network u lizing 3.5Ghz, 28Ghz, and 2100Mhz frequencies.
(Source: Kiosk Marketplace.)
Streaming Media Applica ons (Video, Audio, and Images). Streaming media services, one of
the most popular and pro table innova ons leveraging communica ons infrastructure, will
con nue to proliferate and expand in a 5G world as the infrastructure supports more bandwidth
and lower latency. In fact, the rise of streaming media services and technologies such as
Disney+, Ne lix, Hulu, HBO, and YouTube has generated fast paths to revenue growth and
pro ts for many of the companies hos ng them. CSPs have started diversifying into streaming
media to grab a bigger piece of the communica ons pie.
The 5G infrastructure will expand the poten al for streaming audio and video services as it
expands both bandwidth and experien al capabili es such as AR/VR and user-generated
content. Expect to see a wide range of streaming media services expanding, including those
linked to gaming and/or social media services.
Case study example: Amazon Web Services and Verizon have been experimen ng with using 5G
to increase live sports streaming op ons. Amazon Prime streams select NFL games and Premier
League soccer matches using 5G. 5G and cloud infrastructures can also be used for value-added
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packages such as new camera views and angles, data, and immersive experiences.
Cloud Gaming Services. This area will bene t from moving compute closer to the edge, which
increases path diversity for “core hosted” game servers and results in be er network
connec ons for gamers. Highly latency-sensi ve, mul -player, Ba le Royale-style games
perform be er over mobile networks, so the combina on of 5G and edge compute will spur the
development of latency-sensi ve games for the mobile form factor.
The market is ready: Growth of downloaded games and in-app purchases has a ened over the
past few years. This is partly due to gamers’ expecta ons of seamless and sophis cated gaming
scenarios that demand a truly immersive, real- me experience requiring large amounts of
storage and high processing power.
Also, Massively Mul player Games (MMPGs) are growing in popularity. Latency has a major
impact on the overall user experience, to the point where percep ble delays can render a game
e ec vely unplayable. A video game must appear to respond instantaneously to keystrokes and
controller movements, implying that any commands issued must complete a round trip over the
network and be processed fast enough by the datacenter for the player to feel like the game is
responding in real me. For the best mul player experience, the latency must be consistent
across all players, otherwise those with the lowest latency have the opportunity to react faster
than their compe tors. Edge compute will improve the experience of cloud gaming by
signi cantly reducing latency and providing the necessary storage and processing power in edge
datacenters.
Case study example: SK Telecom and Microso recently announced a premium cloud gaming
service. Delivered by Microso ’s Xbox Game Pass Ul mate, it allows gamers to stream and play
Xbox console tles on Android smartphones and tablets using SK’s local 5G networks to ensure
low latency and seamless gameplay. SK Telecom hopes to secure 100,000 5GX Cloud Game
users by the end of this year and 1 million users in three years.
Connected Vehicles and Autonomous Vehicles. Connected vehicles will use the ultra-low
latency and high bandwidth of 5G for both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), or vehicle to anything (V2X) communica ons. These applica ons will also take advantage
of edge compute to avoid the latency associated with round trips to the cloud, enabling massive
amounts of data to be processed with ar cial intelligence and analy cs in near-real me. Most
new vehicles will be produced as connected pla orms, where sensor data, telemetry collec on,
and predic ve maintenance tools are central features of the vehicles.
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Key requirements of autonomous driving include real- me data analy cs as well as persistent,
low-latency wireless communica on. The amount of data that needs to be processed is vast,
with the average autonomous vehicle genera ng petabits of data on a weekly basis.
Autonomous vehicles will rely on 5G-enabled edge compute to make cri cal decisions, such as
stopping a self-driving vehicle in me. But in addi on to requiring on-board compu ng power,
vehicles are equipped with extensive network communica on for vehicle loca on, driver
behavior, diagnos cs, and vehicle telema cs. Vehicles will use a variety of 5G features and
spectrum, including speci c standards such as the 3GPPP speci ca ons, which include cellular
V2X features for platooning (grouping of autonomous vehicles), extended sensors, and
automated driving.
Case study example: Microso has launched a Connected Vehicle Pla orm (MCVP), which
integrates Microso 's IoT, security, connec vity, and edge-compu ng technologies into a cloudbased solu on to give vehicles access to mobility services using Microso ’s Azure cloud.
Automobile manufacturers such as Volkswagen and Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi have partnered
with Microso to build their own integrated solu ons. (Source: ZDnet)
Smart Retail. Major retailers such as Amazon, Walmart, Starbucks, and many others want to use
wireless connec vity and edge compute to drive be er intelligence for their customers’ needs
and to automate service. The most sci- vision of smart retail comes from Amazon's Go store
concept, which uses a wide array of advanced technologies, including sensors, deep learning
algorithms, and edge compute to deliver a fully automated retail experience.
The cloud edge will be a key contributor to smart retail models, as sensors, mobile access, and
cameras ood the world. These devices will be serviced by edge-compute nodes. The trend to
build this edge cloud is drawing interest from major consumer-targeted companies as well as
communica ons and infrastructure providers that would like to take advantage of this
technological land grab. In addi on, connected drones used for applica ons such as surveying,
package delivery, and video surveillance will leverage highly reliable, low-latency 5G
connec ons for control, while also enabling object recogni on for naviga on to be performed
on the ground, resul ng in reduced costs and extended ba ery life.
Case study example: Autonomous stores and retail opera ons are already one of the fastgrowing use cases of the cloud edge. Their capabili es will be accelerated with 5G. Using
sensors and connected cameras, retail outlets can service customers and op mize services by
transmi ng data on shopping pa erns and transac ons to improve inventory, o erings, and
layouts.
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Amazon Go’s automated retail stores are one example. In other example, automated service
o erings such as Cheetah Mobile’s OrionStar uses 5G technology to enable a line of service
robots targe ng restaurants, cafes, and homes. (Source: ZDNet)
Industrial IoT (IIoT) and Smart Factories. A number of technologies are being deployed across
manufacturing industries as part of a general move toward digital transforma on, which in
general refers to upgrading opera ons with digital technologies and automa on. The
technologies include the use of immersive experiences such as AR/VR, robo c automa on, and
real- me V2 or V2X communica ons.
While some industrial applica ons will be able to use last-genera on technology such as LTE or
narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) networks for devices like smart meters or asset trackers, many
industrial applica ons such as robo cs require low latency. So edge compute will play a key role
in industrial automa on, where the minimiza on of end-to-end network latency is key. For
maximum e ciency and opera onal cost savings, the modules necessary for real- me decisionmaking can be hosted on-premises while those that are less me-cri cal run in the cloud.
One development over the past year is that the COVID-19 pandemic environment has increased
the urgency to deploy digital transforma on strategies in industrial use cases, to increase
automa on and minimize physical interac on. AR/VR in industrial use is a key tool to minimize
physical contact.
On a recent NetEvents online event in which Futuriom par cipated, Pathmal Gunawardana,
Head of Americas, TATA Communica ons, agreed that a wide basket of technologies is showing
bene ts in the current environment. “I think we have a good idea on what we will see in the
post-pandemic world: Automa on, AI/ML and all those technologies coming to the forefront,”
said Gunawardana.
Case study example: Eran Nadel, Director of Innova on Projects at Siemens Digita, told
Automa onWorld that he has been using AR to support human ac vi es, such as virtually
guiding technicians through rou ne maintenance on a gearbox. (Source:
Automa onWorld.com)
Smart Ci es or Smart Anything (Smart X). Municipali es are using a combina on of wireless
communica ons, edge compute, sensors, and cameras to monitor people, the environment,
and infrastructure to provide safer spaces. Smart ci es can be used to manage crowds,
increasing the safety of large gatherings, or to minimize pollu on and tra c jams by redirec ng
vehicles using data analy cs and AI.
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All of this will be enabled by pushing out AI and edge-compute technologies. The smart city is a
real-world demonstra on of the poten al in using 5G, edge-cloud pla orms, and sensors to
deliver automa on, value, and safety to the world. As a city becomes "smarter," that means it is
building a living and breathing IT fabric.
Many of the applica ons in smart ci es involve the use of security cameras and sensors for
public security and safety. AR can improve privacy concerns by processing data at local edge
datacenters rather than sending it to the cloud over the public network.
Case study example: A recent report commissioned by the Canadian Wireless and
Telecommunica ons Associa on (CWTA) from consul ng rm Accenture es mates that smart
ligh ng systems that dim and brighten street lights could save Canadian communi es such as
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, and Kingston, Ontario, up to US $800,000 annually. In
addi on, a 10% drop in commuter travel me could increase produc vity, resul ng in hundreds
of millions of dollars of GDP gains. (Source: Globe and Mail)
Public Safety and Communica ons: As part of Smart Ci es, mobile-edge-compute-supported
5G will enable many public safety-related apps for cri cal situa ons. Many apps and services
enabled by 5G may not be needed in an emergency but must be available on demand. Using
5GNR, public safety organiza ons will have new capabili es across a variety of spectrum,
u lizing high data rates and URLLC characteris cs. This will be important for many public safety
capabili es such as access to data, connected smart-city sensors, telema cs, and coordina on
of drones and autonomous vehicles. It will also help public safety organiza ons deploy
applica ons such as AR/VR and public security cameras.
Case study example: FirstNet was established in 2012 and built in partnership with AT&T to
deploy, operate, maintain, and improve the rst high-speed, na onwide wireless broadband
network dedicated to public safety. FirstNet has invested $200 million in 5G to deliver
capabili es such as 5G coverage, situa onal awareness applica ons to help rst responders,
and mission-cri cal audio and video tools such as push-to-talk.
Immersive Experiences: AR/VR is not only applicable to services such as gaming, but also to
retail and consumer applica ons. For example, professional sports have already held successful
trials in “smart stadia,” allowing spectators to stream video from unique, custom camera angles,
including drones and spider-cams. The ultra-low latency of 5G can help generate new levels of
user experience in industrial, consumer, and telemedicine use cases. AR applica ons typically
analyze the output from a device’s camera to supplement a user’s experience when visi ng a
point of interest.
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The applica on needs to be aware of the user’s posi on and the direc on they are looking in,
with this informa on provided via the camera view, posi oning techniques, or both. Following
analysis, the applica on is then able to o er addi onal informa on in real- me to the user. As
soon as the user moves, that informa on needs to be refreshed.
Case study example: Henk Markerink, CEO of Amsterdam ArenA stadium, told StadiumBusiness
Summit that the smart mul -purpose stadium (shown in the photo below) will use a variety of
wireless networking and 5G services to increase stadium safety and crowd control, including
parking management. An innova on center partnership led by Huawei, KPN Telecom,
Amsterdam Smart City, Microso , KPMG, the Dutch Research Ins tute, and Philips Ligh ng is
working on a variety of networked solu ons including ligh ng, safety, crowd control, and crowd
screen connec on and entertainment features. (Source: The StadiumBusiness Summit)

The Amsterdam ArenA. (Source: ArenA)

Mul -access Edge Compute (MEC) Services. Edge compute delivers signi cant business value
for both enterprise and consumer use cases, with new edge applica ons bene ng from major
improvements in latency, performance, network u liza on, and security. These edge
applica ons leverage the cloud for storage, data processing, and other resources. Developers
will build edge applica ons using modern principles, such as con nuous integra on and
con nuous deployment (CI/CD). However, not all organiza ons will want to build these services
themselves. MEC can be delivered “as-a-service and will likely be integrated with cloud services
such as AWS Greengrass and Microso ’s Azure IoT. A wide variety of cloud providers and service
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providers have launched discrete MEC services for a variety of applica ons and industries.
New vendors will emerge to serve this new class of developers with solu ons that simplify the
cost-e ec ve deployment of edge applica ons.
Case study example: IBM, Samsung Electronics (Samsung), and M1 recently opened the IBM
Industry 4.0 Studio, which will combine advanced 5G connec vity with ar cial intelligence (AI),
hybrid cloud. and edge compu ng capabili es to develop and test innova ve Industry 4.0
solu ons for enterprises in Singapore and across the region. (Source: Samsung)
Enterprise Private Mobile Networks. Private enterprises and organiza ons don’t have to wait
for public 5G infrastructure – they can build their own wireless-enabled cloud edge using WiFi
and CBRS spectrum. This can provide e ec ve in-building coverage without the path loss
associated with the use of high-frequency spectrum. These private networks will drive the
growth of use cases such as factory automa on, IIoT, and enterprise content delivery networks
(CDNs). This market will be the topic of another Futuriom report to be published in April 2021.
Case study example: Patrick Murphy, President, Rock Drills and Technologies, Sandvik Mining
and Rock Technology, said the company has deployed a Nokia 5G SA private wireless network
with the Nokia Digital Automa on Cloud to enable automa on capabili es at some of its mines.
These include robo cs, remote and autonomous opera ons, full- eet automa on, analy cs,
and enhanced safety. (Source: Nokia)
Beyond the kind of individual use cases above, much of the value of 5G technology for edge
applica ons is derived from its characteris cs as a pla orm that removes complexity for the
developers of applica ons for IoT and other edge services. It can serve a wide variety of use
cases in ver cal industries. The chart below shows some of the many 5G use cases that we have
found, by industry.
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Inside the Edge Cloud Ecosystem
When Futuriom analysts rst delved into this project, we thought it would be rela vely
straigh orward. Look at who is star ng to deploy what and what they are doing, right? It turns
out that a lot has changed in the past year. Never has there been more cross-fer liza on
between the CSP and enterprise side, with cloud infrastructure bridging the gap. And recently,
there has been a urry of deals and new services to indicate where this all is going.
Cloud providers are rolling out new technology pla orms, PoPs, and services targeted at
regional access. The major CSPs, in addi on to plo ng their mobile coverage plans, have forged
partnership with the cloud providers. Datacenter providers such as Digital Realty and Equinix
have go en in the game too, adding regional datacenters and so ware that makes it easier to
connected to a variety of cloud services. Many of the large suppliers to CSPs have revamped
their product por olios and in some cases have reorganized their business to prepare 5G,
focused on being more savvy about cloud technology and exploring emerging “open”
technologies such as open RAN (ORAN), which imposes a disaggregated “cloud model” on the
wireless infrastructure famous for being proprietary. As an example, Nokia’s ongoing reorg
emphasizes opportuni es in 5G public and private infrastructure.
There are very few companies with all of the capabili es needed to develop, deploy, and
operate a complete end-to-end 5G edge service that is delivered on cloud infrastructure.
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As the industry pushes toward open architectures and away from proprietary, single-vendor
solu ons, that means that the majority of use cases will involve some combina on of
applica on so ware vendors, pla orm so ware vendors, hardware vendors, edge datacenter
operators, CSPs, systems integrators (SIs), installers, cloud service providers, regulators, and
even municipal u li es.
Yes, there will be a debate about a “single throat to choke” for the deployment and opera on of
edge services. This will be especially applicable to enterprise ver cals as they look to adopt 5G
for sophis cated AI/ML and digital transforma on applica ons. The large SIs with decades of
experience in installing and opera ng equipment in massive industrial environments such as
factories, oil rigs, and mines might not have the exper se in telecom or cloud applica ons.
There are interes ng opportuni es for alliances and partnerships between di erent types of
integrators suppor ng edge applica ons and services.
A er that ques on gets answers, there’s another ques on: Who will make all the money? The
CSPs have a poor record of conver ng infrastructure into high pro t margins, and a er yet
another $100 billion+ in spectrum auc ons, they are now creaking under high debt loads.
Can they really produce more “smart pipes” rather than “dumb pipes” with 5G – yielding the
pro t necessary to support the outsized investment?
Futuriom dove deep into analyzing the partnerships, which are grouped in the categories below
and then detailed in our Cloud Strategies chart below.
CSPs. The main challenge for the CSPs is that they have struggled to recruit talented so ware
engineers to build cloud services. Edge applica ons enabled by 5G represent signi cant
opportuni es for CSPs to expand their business into new ver cal markets such as smart ci es,
smart factories, and cloud gaming. Unless they achieve the right level of so ware exper se,
however, they risk losing these commercial opportuni es to public cloud providers. The bo om
line is they will have to favor partnerships with the cloud providers and nego ate good terms
for the use of their infrastructure.
Many poten al 5G edge applica ons such as autonomous vehicles will only be possible when
5G is broadly available. CSPs will favor applica ons where revenues are more propor onate to
capital investment, rather than those that depend on the comple on of a large buildout. The
larger CSPs such as AT&T, China Mobile, Telefonica, Verizon, etc., own signi cant assets – the
mobile infrastructure that connects the edge to the cloud, local PoPs, and equipment at cell
towers that can host edge compute facili es and have extensive capabili es for billing
customers based on services consumed.
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Other key assets include customer rela onships as well as access to valuable real estate such as
central o ces and datacenters situated close to cell towers.
Cloud Service Providers like AWS, Google Cloud, and Microso Azure have many exis ng
business rela onships with enterprises via their public and hybrid cloud solu ons, which they
will try to leverage into value-added services at the edge. AWS has AWS Wavelength, a service
that makes AWS cloud storage and compute resources available at the edge. Microso ,
generally regarded as the #2 public cloud provider with Azure, has Azure Stack Edge, a por olio
of devices for edge compute, as well as Azure Edge Zones, low latency extensions of Azure.
Lately alliances among cloud service providers and CSPs, similar to Microso ’s collabora on
with AT&T, have been prolifera ng. Amazon is using its Go automated retail stores as a proofpoint for edge AI. All of the various cloud providers have many deals in place with hardware and
so ware suppliers such as chipmaker NVIDIA and hardware manufacturers Dell, HPE, and
Lenovo.
Key Player to Watch: Microso is aggressively partnering with and targe ng the CSP solu ons
designed to enable 5G infrastructure at the edge. This includes so ware solu ons derived from
its recent acquisi ons of A rmed Networks and Metaswitch.
Other Examples: AT&T and Google have teamed up to test service and products based on edge
compu ng. At the same me, AT&T and Microso have also launched low-latency data services
for customers, poin ng to a mul -deal worth $2 billion, according to Reuters. Many other CSPs
have forged cloud partnerships; for example, Telefonica also has deals with Google Cloud and
AWS, and Telefonica Germany has announced it will move its en re core into AWS.
Edge CDN providers like Akamai, Cloud are, Fastly, and StackPath have built a network of edge
loca ons linked to proven, high-bandwidth networking infrastructure. They would like to
leverage those loca ons to host new edge applica ons. Akamai’s "IoT Edge Connect" solu on
enables IoT customers to run compu ng processes on equipment physically near where their
IoT service operates. This reduces the amount of data that must be transmi ed over the
network because services like security and storage are processed at the edge. Addi onally,
Akamai has run tests and proofs-of-concept (PoCs) with CSPs, where Akamai’s customers run
their applica ons inside the CSP’s edge PoP. Cloud are has also built a network of CDN edge
servers and is partnering with edge micro datacenter providers such as Vapor IO in 36 ci es so
far.
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Coloca on Hos ng Providers like Digital Realty and Equinix own a lot of real estate relevant to
edge services. They provide neutral coloca on, mul -tenant datacenter (MTDC) facili es at the
edge to interconnect and enable service delivery. This infrastructure serves as a mee ng point
for all cloud resources, as wired networks, 5G wireless networks, public clouds, and private
clouds all meet at an MTDC. Equinix has recently been integra ng its acquisi on of Packet for
edge deployment of bare-metal compu ng services. Digital Realty has partnered with Vapor IO
to deploy edge services closer to customers. Digital Realty calls this the Network Hub. Digital
Realty’s Pla orm Digital enables enterprises to take control of their own infrastructure
connec ons.
Edge Datacenter Providers such as EdgeConneX and Vapor IO o er colocated edge datacenters
in which end-users can host their edge applica ons, based around mul -tenant, shared
infrastructure with mul ple ber paths to each datacenter and with a presence in mul ple
geographic loca ons. Vapor IO provides factory-built micro modular datacenters, such as those
resembling shipping containers, which can be trucked to a loca on, craned onto concrete pads
or piers, and made opera onal in hours or days, whether in the parking lot of a factory or at the
base of a cell tower. EdgeConnex has built a network of edge datacenters op mized for access
to edge resources such as co-loca on datacenters and 5G network access points.
Systems Integrators (SIs) like Schneider and NTT Data, as well as the SI organiza ons within
CSPs, work with edge datacenter operators to integrate, deploy, and manage edge applica ons
on behalf of their customers. 5G-enabled edge applica ons represent a major business
opportunity for those SIs that can navigate and manage the complexity of end-to-end solu ons
involving applica on so ware vendors, pla orm so ware vendors, hardware vendors, edge
datacenter operators, CSPs, installers, cloud service providers, regulators, and even municipal
u li es.
Next-genera on Distributed Cloud Networking Providers such as Alkira, Arrcus, Aviatrix,
DriveNets, In ot, Netris, PacketFabric, Stateless, Triggermesh, and Volta Networks (just to name
a few) deliver cloud-na ve networking pla orms op mized for building virtualized networks
extending from the edge to the cloud, including full orchestra on and management. Distributed
cloud networking technology targeted at 5G has speci c needs and characteris cs, including the
requirements to provide high-performance, low-latency execu on of edge networking
applica ons while consuming less power. Edge rou ng technologies also need to be exible and
adaptable to “disaggregated” pla orms that lend themselves to a variety of heterogenous
environments at the edge. One of the hallmarks of public cloud has been operators looking for
ways to separate the network opera ng system (NOS) from the underlying hardware, and
Futuriom believes this trend will accelerate as the edge is deployed.
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In addi on, high-performance next-genera on rou ng capabili es such as Segment Rou ng
(SR), delivered via microservices, will be crucial to the growth of 5G infrastructure. This is a very
interes ng area to watch, with many hot startups from our Futuriom 40 report involved.
Tradi onal networking providers such as Cisco, Nokia, and Juniper are also adap ng their
networking product por olios for the 5G infrastructure market.
Edge Orchestra on and MEC Systems such as Pensando, Saguna, Swim, Weaveworks, and
Zededa o er a range of so ware and hardware systems for op mizing the way data and
compute func ons are used at the edge, o en coordina ng compute func ons in edge as well
as core or public cloud systems. This ranges from the management of Kubernetes clusters,
which is o ered by Weaveworks’ GitOps pla orm, or MEC so ware and hardware products
targeted at edge from the likes of Pensando and Saguna. Swim has an interes ng pla orm
called Con nuum that analyzes and processes streaming data in real- me with contextual data
to inform business-cri cal, opera onal decisions at the edge.
Integra on Automa on Pla orms (IAPs) and So ware Automa on Tools such as those from
Amdocs, Iten al, UBiqube, Netcracker, and Ciena’s Blue Planet focus on using APIs and
so ware-driven orchestra on to con gure and automate the connec ons from the core of the
network to the edge. This will become an increasingly important func on in the deployment of
the edge infrastructure because 5G and edge compute applica ons o en require the large-scale
con gura on of devices such as sensors, networking devices, and compute resources. In the
real- me, data-driven world of the 5G edge, this can no longer be done manually and requires
automa on.
Tradi onal Telecom Equipment Manufacturers (TEMs) like Ciena, Cisco, Dell, Ericsson, HPE,
Huawei, IBM, Juniper, Microso (via A rmed and Metaswitch), Nokia, and VMware provide a
wide variety of networking solu ons and pla orms targeted at the development of 5G
infrastructure -- including 5G RAN, 5G core, subscriber management, service orchestra on,
networking, and edge compute – among other func ons. This includes RAN so ware and
equipment including O-RAN, 5G virtualiza on pla orms such as those from Microso
(Metaswitch and A rmed), IBM (Red Hat), and VMware. Many of these companies partner with
CSPs to blend wireless subscriber management, services slicing, and edge compute
func onality.
As you can see, this market has many moving parts and is going to present large opportuni es
as well as compe ve threats. With literally hundreds of products and service in the mix,
partnerships and alliances will be key. It is unlikely that a single deployment approach will
dominate in this market.
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End-users will make vendor decisions based on exis ng commercial rela onships, on the
limita ons of their own in-house capabili es, and on the overall cost-vs.-convenience tradeo s
of the various op ons available to them.
Futuriom spent months analyzing the strategies of the major players in 5G and concluded that
this is possibly the most wide-ranging and complex ecosystem in the cloud. It’s impossible to
cover every company, but the chart below highlights some of the strategies of the largest cloud
providers, CSPs, and vendors. These are some of the key areas to watch as 5G and edge cloud
infrastructure takes hold.
Cloud or Telco
Service Provider

Descrip on of Strategy

Business Opportunity

Akamai believes edge
compu ng and related
services will grow to $18
billion by 2025. Akamai's edge
Akamai mone zes edge compu ng by
compu ng revenues last year
speeding up network access and content were comprised of 45% media
delivery at the edge. Its edge compu ng and gaming; 18% high
network spans 300,000 servers in over
technology; 13% retail and
4,000 loca ons.
commerce; 9% nancial
services; and 3% travel and
hospitality, according to
analysis by nancial rm
Cowen.

Akamai (AKAM)

The Google Mobile Edge Cloud for 5G
deploys Google Cloud Pla orm (GCP)
edge services to telecom and enterprise
networks, via Google's Anthos
technology and incorpora ng AI and
Kubernetes. Trials are underway with
telcos, including AT&T, though actual
service rollouts aren't yet adver sed.

Alphabet (Google)

Google views the edge as its
primary business opportunity.
Its ecosystem of applica on
developers aims to a ract
businesses in industry and
manufacturing, media and
entertainment, retail, and
mul ple ver cals to adopt
edge solu ons based on the
extension of GCP to carriers
via Anthos.
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Amazon Web
Services (AWS)

AWS Wavelengths technology embeds
AWS compute and storage services
within telcos’ datacenters at the edge of
5G facili es. 5G applica on tra c can
thus be transferred to the cloud without
leaving the carrier’s network. AWS
Wavelength Zones are available in ten
ci es across the U.S. in services from
Verizon. They also are available in Tokyo
and Osaka, Japan, via partnership with
KDDI; and in Daejeon, South Korea with
SKT.

AWS views the edge,
equipped with Wavelengths,
as key to genera ng business
for streaming games, virtual
reality, live events,
autonomous vehicles, and
smart factories.

AT&T (T)

AT&T o ers sub-6-GHz Dynamic
Spectrum Sharing (DSS) 5G coverage
throughout its U.S. network, with limited
coverage in Canada and Mexico. A
mmWave service called 5G+ is available
for streaming data in many U.S. ci es.
Both services will run with AT&T's Mul Access Edge Compute (MEC) CPE
plusservice to process data at the
customer premises. AT&T is also working
with many edge vendors. For example it
has a partnership with VMware SD-WAN
by VeloCloud to implement 5G
capabili es.

AT&T sees opportunity in
leveraging ber facili es to
enable 5G services for
entertainment as well as for
business. At the edge,
partnerships are key to fuel
new business, and the
company is involved in trails
that integrate cloud and edge
technologies with the
vendor's 5G services.

Deutsche Telekom

Though DT serves roughly 68% of
Germany via DSS with 4G, the telco has
started the rollout of a 5G standalone
network with a cloud infrastructure core.
A MEC edge service is o ered via
MobiledgeX in six loca ons in Germany.
A separate service supports gaming
through MECs and a compa bile layer on
Samsung handsets. The company has
been working with VMware and Intel on
virtual RAN networking to augment
service delivery at the edge. DT supports
European O-RAN e orts.

DT views 5G as the future and
virtualizing the edge as
essen al to delivering 5G
services. DT is taking its me,
however, in moving o of DSS
with 4G, since it sees ongoing
requiremernts for 4G support.
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Equinix o ers edge connec vity (with
bare metal op ons) to Google Cloud
Interconnect nodes in 37 metro PoPs
worldwide, which can support 5G where
available. Addi onally, both Equinix and
Google have a rela onship with AT&T
Business for 5G service delivery. Equinix
also has opened a 5G Proof of Concept
Center (POCC) at its Dallas campus for
use by companies looking to develop 5G
solu ons with ecosystem partners.

Equinix sees interconnected
ecosystems of technology
partners as key to penetra ng
what will eventually become a
mul -trillion-dollar market for
enhanced mobile broadband,
massive IoT, and missioncri cal services using 5G.

Hewle Packard
Enterprise (HPE)

HPE has formed a Communica ons
Technology Group (CTG) to o er 5G
solu ons to telcos. Products include the
HPE 5G Core Stack and HPE Edge
Orchestrator, which telcos can deploy in
HPE GreenLake hybrid cloud services.
The company o ers a 5G Lab in Fort
Collins, Colo., for telcos and partners to
test and validate 5G solu ons.

HPE established CTG to tap
the poten al to serve open 5G
solu ons to telcos for edge
and cloud. The company
believes the transforma on to
open standards in cloudna ve environments on 5G
networks is just beginning but
has the poten al to
profoundly change business
and society.

IBM (IBM)

IBM sees its main
opportuni es in the
convergence of 5G with edge
IBM aims to help telcos adopt 5G faster
compu ng and AI. The
by suppor ng services in the core and at
sizeable cost barriers to 5G
the edge. IBM Cloud for
rollouts for telcos points to
Telecommunica ons is the umbrella for
the importance of
this purpose; it includes IBM Cloud
technologies that can enable
Satellite and Red Hat OpenShi , as well
new revenue streams. IBM
as IBM Edge Applica on Manager and
believes 49% of telcos will be
Telco Network Cloud Manager.
making sizeable investments
in 5G within the next two to
three years.

KDDI

KDDI's 5G network has limited
availability in Japan, but the carrier plans
to expand coverage to about 93% of the
country by 2025 and hopes to install
thousands of C-band spectrum base
sta ons as well as signi cant numbers in
the 28-GHz-band. For edge compute,
KDDI uses AWS Wavelength to help
developers construct low-latency
applica ons.

Equinix (EQIX)
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KDDI sees edge compute as
key to 5G success for
enterprise as well as
consumer applica ons.
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Lumen (formerly
CenturyLink)
(LUMN)

Lumen’s claims to reach 98% of U.S.
enterprise loca ons with a series of
metro edge nodes comprising compute,
storage, security, and networking (bare
metal is an op on) in a ber-equipped
point of presence designed to cut
latency to under 5 milliseconds. Lumen
pro ers its 450,000 miles of ber
worldwide, plus 170,000 on-network
buildings and 2,200 datacenters
worldwide for 5G backhaul and
connec on to its edge nodes.

Microso (MSFT)

Microso thinks telcos need
to change their service
Microso aims to bring Azure func ons models, nd new revenue
to telcos' 5G edge nodes via technology opportuni es, and drive
from A rmed Networks (purchased in
digital transforma on. Azure
March 2020) and Metaswitch (purchased will enable telcos to achieve
May 2020), along with Azure Edge Zones these goals by crea ng a
and Azure Stack Edge solu ons.
carrier-grade cloud that brings
Microso capabili es to the
operator's edge.

NTT Ltd.

NTT DoCoMo, the mobile subsidiary of
NTT, has rolled out non-standalone (NSA)
5G in Japan, with standalone (SA) service
on the way. DoCoMo is a founding
member of the O-RAN Alliance and
promotes mul -vendor ecosystem
e orts in that space. For edge compute,
NTT Ltd. is a member of the LF Edge
group of the Linux Founda on, which
works on open source edge compu ng
technology. NTT also has worked with
API vendor AlefEdge on customintegrated 5G edge solu ons in India.

NTT is devo ng substan al
resources to exploring
technologies for customized
private 5G wireless networks.

Oracle o ers 5G core network func ons
for telcos as a service within its Oracle
Cloud environment.

Oracle believes 5G has the
poten al to add $1.2 trillion to
$2 trillion to the worldwide
GDP by 2030, via new services
in mobility (smart vehicles),
manufacturing, retail, and
healthcare. Oracle plans to
enable telcos to o er services
that unlock this poten al.

Oracle (ORCL)
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Lumen sees its main
opportunity in providing edge
nodes to enterprise customers
and cloud companies, wth or
without 5G. Lumen also sees a
chance to sell ber to
enterprises directly as well as
supplement 5G providers with
ber for connec vity in
various por ons of the
network (e.g., small-cell
connec ons).
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Orange (ORAN)

Orange o ers 5G in 3.5-GHz band to 160
ci es throughout France. Also, an
Orange 5G Lab is open in the Paris region
to help businesses and vendors create
and test 5G solu ons. Orange is
collaboring with Google to add GCP edge
nodes throughout its network. Orange
uses Nokia's Self-Organizing Network
(SON) technology to automate radio
network management. Orange supports
European O-RAN e orts.

Orange aims to deploy GCP to
o er 5G edge solu ons to in
B2B, wholesale, and B2C
markets.

Rakuten Mobile

Rakuten is designing its facili es to place
edge nodes closers to Rakuten's radios
to control them with lower latency. The
network includes 1,000+ edge
datacenters and 50+ regional
datacenters. Many of the edge
compu ng sites are managed by third
par es. Rakuten recently raised $2.2
billion in a shares sale, part of which will
go to improving its 5G network.

The edge network is crucial to
speeding up the delivery of
content services such as
streaming TV.

Rogers
Communica ons
(RCI)

Rogers is coun ng on a $20.8 billion
merger with Shaw Communica ons by
the end of 1H2022 to create Canada's
largest 5G network, including the
addi on of $6.5 billion worth of 5G
infrastructure in western Canada.
Presently, Rogers has 5G in
approximately 60 ci es and towns across
Canada. Rogers is researching 5G
infrastructure, applica ons, and mul access edge compute (MEC) with the
University of Waterloo, Ontario, and in
collabora on with AWS at a Rogers 5G
Create Lab at Communitech, an
incubator in Waterloo.

Rogers expects 5G technology
to contribute an es mated
$40 billion and 250,000 jobs
to Canada's economy by 2026.
Rogers sees opportunity in
smart ci es and rural
applica ons such as smart
agriculture and energy
management.
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Telefonica (TEF)

Telefónica o ers 5G to roughly 80% of
Spain's popula on. The telco also has
turned up 5G edge compute services in
several loca ons in Spain, including
Barcelona, Madrid, and Seville.
Telefonica also scouts startups at its
Wayra/5G Edge Lab in Spain and is a
founding member of the 5tonic Lab in
Madrid, a test and development center
for pre-commercial 5G solu ons.
Telefonica supports European O-RAN
e orts.

Telefonica hopes to leverage
its berop c infrastructure
along with 5G to boost
transport, tourism, energy, the
car industry and healthcare
across Spain. It aims to
improve economies in rural
areas and bring business to
small and medium businesses.
It also sees a chance to
empower Spain as a leader in
"fourth industrial revolu on"
manufacturing in Europe.

Telus (TU)

Telus o ers DSS 5G in 5 Canadian
metros, but plans an to spend $40 billion
over the next three years to expand
coverage. Telus plans MEC service via
Google Anthos.

Telus believes its alliance with
Google Cloud will enable edge
and core solu ons in
communica ons technology,
healthcare, agriculture,
security, and automa on.

T-Mobile US
(T-MUS)

T-Mobile o ers low-band 600-MHz 5G as
well as 4G LTE throughout most of the
U.S. and Mexico and large por ons of
Canada, serving 280 million people. It
also o ers 2.5-GHz 5G -- its Ultra
Capacity 5G --at thousands of U.S. cell
sites serving 106 million people. No
speci c edge compute service is o ered,
but T-Mobile joined with Intel and NASA
in 2020 to create a 5G Open Innova on
Lab to support research into 5G edge
solu ons.

T-Mobile cites a study saying
5G is expected to generate
$13.2 trillion of new market
value by 2036, largely as the
result of enterprise IT
spending. To serve that
market, T-Mobile is focused on
developing edge compu ng,
as well as applica ons in
agritech, AI, IoT, networking,
general mobility, and
semiconductor
manufacturing.
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Verizon (VZ)

Verizon’s o ers DSS-based 5G
Na onwide in 2,700 U.S. ci es; 5G Ultra
Wideband mmWave is available in 64
U.S. ci es; 5G Business Internet in 3 U.S.
ci es with 20 more to be added in 2021.
Verizon plans to spend $10 billion over a
three-year period to expand its C-band
spectrum services. In 2021, it plans to
equip 7,000 to 8,000 base sta ons
covering 100 million POPs for C-band
coverage and 30,000 small cells for
mmWave. Verizon 5G Edge service with
AWS Wavelength is o ered in 10 U.S.
ci es.

Verizon views 5G
opportuni es in gaming and
media streaming on the
consumer side and in retail,
manufacturing, and
healthcare in business.
Verizon expects 5G to
contribute 2% or more to
revenues in 2021, 3% in 2022,
and over 4% by 2024. For
MEC, Verizon sees a total
addressable market worth $30
billion by 2025.

Vodafone (VOD)

Vodafone o ers 5G in 100 loca ons
within the U.K. and 193 elsewhere in
Europe. Vodafone o ers edge services
for 5G business customers via AWS
Wavelength and Azure Private Edge
Zones. The telco o ers dedicated, onpremises edge service for private mobile
networks, and distributed, shared-edge
services on the operator’s network.
Vodafone supports European O-RAN
e orts.

Vodafone believes 5G rollouts
by telcos worldwide will be
slow, only reaching 50% of
worldwide network coverage
in 2025. As a result, there is an
opportunity for companies to
join together in ecosystems to
develop solu ons that can
spread 5G faster by o ering
compelling applica ons.
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4. Conclusion and Summary
A er years of hype, 5G edge cloud infrastructure is nally being deployed in the real world at a
scale. That is likely to have enormous impact for enterprises, service providers (cloud and CSP),
and municipal organiza ons. 5G technology is maturing, cloud providers and CSPs forging
partnerships and investments are accelera ng, and 5G connec vity is expanding. These factors
combined with a recovering global economy and low interest rates set the stage for a boom in
new 5G applica ons and services development.
Futuriom has iden ed a wide range of applica ons and use cases that can leverage high
bandwidth, low latency, high connec on density, and e cient network slicing in order to deliver
user experiences that were either unachievable or not cost-e ec ve using 4G/LTE.
In addi on to CSPs and cloud providers, a number of innova ve new companies have emerged
to provide solu ons and services for 5G-enabled edge compute, some of which are pro led in
the Appendix to this report. As 5G deployments become more widespread, we can expect a
plethora of new applica ons, solu ons, and suppliers to address this growing market.
This will spark new levels of compe on and opportunity in the edge cloud, which has the
poten al to be as large, if not larger, than the public cloud. We expect that the companies that
posi on their technology stack toward 5G-oriented opportuni es in the service provider,
enterprise, and cloud markets have the poten al to establish high-growth pla orms for the next
decade.
We are le with a few ques ons. Who will execute and pro t from the coming 5G boom?
Following are a few thoughts on who is most likely to bene t.
•

Top Technology Bene ciaries. Technology areas that will bene t from 5G
deployment include public cloud providers, content delivery networks (CDNs), cloud
networking technologies, micro datacenters, Internet exchanges, datacenter hos ng
providers, smart network interface cards (NICs), edge orchestra on, security
providers, op cal fronthaul, op cal backhaul, automa on so ware, edge-compute
gear, and edge-data management so ware.

•

Key 5G Edge Leaders to Watch (Public Companies). AMD, AT&T, Akamai, Amazon,
Ciena, Cloud are, Dell, Digital Realty, Equinix, Ericsson, Google, IBM, Intel, Microso ,
Nokia, HPE, NVIDIA, Qualcomm, T-Mobile, Verizon, and VMware.
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•

Key 5G Edge Leaders to Watch (Private Companies). Many of the companies
featured in our recent Futuriom 40 report have interes ng plays on the cloud edge.
Some of these include Alkira, Arrcus, Aryaka, DriveNets, EDJX, In ot, Inten al, Ken k,
Saguna Networks, StackPath, Triggermesh, Vapor.io, Versa Networks, Volta Networks,
and Weaveworks.
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5. Companies to Watch

ADVA
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Xetra: ADAG

ADVA delivers solu ons for the mobile network
focused on connec ng, assuring, synchronizing, and
hos ng the radio access network (RAN) and well as
hos ng the edge cloud for wholesale, mobile, and
enterprise operators. ADVA provides high-speed, lowlatency connec vity, 5G synchroniza on, and
www.adva.com
virtualiza on infrastructure. It is an edge compute
innovator with engagements in the ETSI NFV Industry
Speci ca on Group (ISG), the ETSI Mul -Access Edge
Compute (MEC) ISG, and the Telecom Infrastructure
Project (TIP) Disaggregated Cell Site Gateway (DCSG).

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1999

Brian Pro va

Website

A rmed Networks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Subsidiary of Microso
(NASDAQ: MSFT)

A rmed Networks, acquired by Microso in 2020
for a price reported by Bloomberg to be in excess of
$1 billion, o ers the A rmed Cloud Edge (ACE) for
MEC, which gives CSPs and enterprises the ability
to host applica ons and keep data local on the
www.a rmednetworks.com
customers’ premises to minimize latency and
maximize e ciency. A rmed’s MEC solu on can be
deployed at the operator’s network edge or used as
part of cloud edge o erings from Amazon AWS,
Microso Azure, or Google Cloud.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

Bessemer Venture Partners, Centerview Capital
Technology, Eastward Capital Partners, KCK Group,
Qualcomm Ventures

Anand Krishnamurthy
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Alphabet/Google
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NASDAQ: GOOGL

Google’s Global Mobile Edge Cloud (GMEC) strategy
delivers a por olio and marketplace of 5G solu ons
built jointly with telecommunica ons companies;
an open cloud pla orm for developing these
cloud.google.com
network-centric applica ons; and a global
distributed edge for op mally deploying these
solu ons.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 2004

Thomas Kurian

Website

Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Subsidiary of Amazon
(NASDAQ: AMZN)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) has partnerships with
CSPs such as KDDI, SK Telecom, Verizon, and
Vodafone to o er its cloud services inside the CSPs’
metro datacenters to ensure super-fast response
mes for applica ons on 5G networks, as part of
the AWS Wavelength service. Customers include
aws.amazon.com
Avesha, Crowdvision, Deep ne, Tata Consul ng
Services, and Zixi, to name a few. AWS is pursuing
5G MEC research at the Rogers Communica ons 5G
Create Lab at Communitech, an incubator in
Waterloo, Ontario.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1997

Andy Jassy (un l Q3 2021)

Website
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Arrcus
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Arrcus is focused on the rapidly growing need for distributed cloud
rou ng capabili es. It was founded by an all-star lineup of veterans
from the networking industry with the goal of designing a nextgenera on, cloud-based networking opera ng system (NOS) with
powerful features and high return on investment (ROI). Arrcus is
targe ng service providers and webscale enterprise providers to
deliver fast, high-performance networks based on a cloud
consump on and design model. It integrates with popular
frameworks including HashiCorp Terraform, Ansible playbooks, and
RestAPI.

www.arrcus.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$49 million

Lightspeed Venture Partners, General Catalyst, Clear Ventures

Devesh Garg

Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Aryaka operates an op mized, fully managed global network for
WAN-as-a-service, including a technology stack to deliver a managed
SD-WAN service targe ng applica on performance. Aryaka’s
SmartServices o er connec vity, applica on accelera on, security,
www.aryaka.com
cloud networking, and insights leveraging global orchestra on and
provisioning. Aryaka Network Access Points (ANAPs) are a service
extension of SmartServices layer-2 points of presence (PoPs). ANAPs
equip the network edge with converged network services, including
rou ng, encryp on, security, and tra c management.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$184 million

Goldman Sachs, Trinity Ventures, Mohr Davidow Ventures, Nexus
Venture Partners, InterWest Partners, Presidio Ventures, Third Point
Ventures, and DTCP

Ma Carter

Aryaka
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Cato Networks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Cato delivers a cloud-na ve Secure Access Service Edge
(SASE) that combines so ware-de ned wide-area
networking (SD-WAN) and cloud security through a
worldwide network to connect and secure distributed
branch loca ons, cloud instances, and mobile users. Use
www.catonetworks.com
cases include migra ng from MPLS to SD-WAN, op mizing
connec vity to on-premises and cloud applica ons, enabling
secure branch Internet access, integra ng cloud datacenters
into the network, and connec ng mobile users via client and
clientless access.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$332 million

Lightspeed Venture Partners, Coatue, Greylock, Aspect
Ventures/Acrew Capital, Singtel Innov8

Shlomo Kramer

Website

Ciena
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

NYSE: CIEN

Ciena’s Adap ve IP was designed to simplify the journey to 5G at the
network edge, using purpose-built routers that leverage
programmability, automa on, and analy cs to deliver the agility to
exibly allocate network resources for maximum performance and
return. Ciena o ers a line of network-slicing routers targeted at lowlatency, high-performance 5G applica ons, including the 5168, 5166,
and 5164. The vendor’s Blue Planet Intelligent Automa on so ware
por olio also supports 5G.

www.ciena.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1997

Gary Smith
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Cisco
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

NASDAQ: CSCO

Cisco provides a cloud-na ve, Kubernetes-based 5G/4G packet core
called Cisco Ultra Cloud Core that migrates control to the cloud. The
pla orm supports bare metal, VMware, OpenStack, AWS, Google
Cloud, and Microso Azure. It is designed for high security and
availability in carrier networks and for distributed mul -cloud and
edge services at scale. Cisco is also posi oning its Silicon One chip
pla orm as a key edge component that can be purchased with or
without a Cisco network opera ng system (NOS).

www.cisco.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1990

Chuck Robbins

Cradlepoint
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Subsidiary of
Ericsson (NASDAQ:
ERIC)

Cradlepoint o ers a series of 4G and 5G wireless edge routers
and adapters designed to link enterprises with emerging
services. Cradlepoint NetCloud is a cloud-based subscrip on
service that oversees the management of Cradlepoint
www.cradlepoint.com
hardware with management, so ware-de ned networking,
and uni ed edge security. Cradlepoint was acquired by Ericsson
in November 2020 for approximately $1 billion.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

At least $89 million

TCV, Sorenson Capital

George Mulhern

Website
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Dell Technologies
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NYSE: DELL

Dell Technologies o ers a range of solu ons for edge
compute and 5G, including PowerEdge servers released
in March 2021 designed for 5G and telecom applica ons.
Dell has partnered with VMware to support data
www.delltechnologies.com
management in 5G networks. Also, Dell’s EMC Ready
Solu ons for Service Providers delivers best-of-breed
disaggregated components to help service providers get
up and running quickly with combined solu ons for
VMware and Red Hat OpenStack.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1988

Michael Dell

Website

Digital Realty
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

NYSE: DLR

Digital Realty is a real estate investment trust (REIT)
focused on data center coloca on, connec vity,
interconnect, and cloud services for hyperscale cloud
providers, service providers, and enterprise customers.
Its Pla ormDigital o ering combines secure networking
and interconnec on with data delivery close to end
users for a global fabric-based solu on for enterprise
customers.

www.digitalrealty.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 2004

A. William Stein
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DriveNets
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

DriveNets Network Cloud allows mul ple networking services to
share a single pool of physical resources based on a scalable
cluster of white boxes. It directs networking payloads to the
op mal processing units – NPUs or CPUs, accelera ng the
performance of 5G core and edge func ons and op mizing the
use of physical resources.This architecture is essen al for 5G
deployments, allowing operators to accelerate 5G network
performance, op mize scaling, and support wireless-wireline
convergence.

www.drivenets.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$325 million

D1 Capital Partners, Bessemer Venture Partners, Pitango, Adreides
Management, John Thompson, Steve Luczo, Mark McLaughlin, C4 Ido Susan
Ventures

Edgeworx
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Edgeworx makes edge-na ve infrastructure tools and pla orms
enabling developers and operators to extend their cloud to the
any endpoint device, crea ng a seamless cloud-to-edge
con nuum. An ioFog Fabric o ers a standardized way to develop
and remotely deploy secure microservices for edge compu ng
devices. Edgeworx also o ers a Darcy “mini supercomputer”
brings video, audio, and thermal sensors to AI-based edge
applica ons.

www.edgeworx.io

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

Future Capital, Samsung NEXT, Sequoia Seed, CloudScale Capital
Partners

Kilton Hopkins
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EDJX
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

EDJX o ers a worldwide network of edge nodes for content delivery,
Domain Name System (DNS), SASE, and user-generated applica ons. EDJX
pairs small-form-factor, ruggedized, security-hardened servers (called
Nanoservers) with a serverless so ware development pla orm (called the
www.edjx.io
EDJX Serverless Edge) to let users write, test, and deploy serverless
applica ons for Internet of Things (IoT), industrial IoT, augmented reality,
robo cs, and other edge solu ons linked to the vendor's cloud. EDJX also
o ers hardware to establish enterprise edge nodes within the cloud.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$21.7 million

6fusion, V Capital, Wolfpack Investor Network

John Cowan

Website

Enea
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

STO: ENEA

Enea is a global so ware company focusing on so ware components
for telecommunica ons, networking, and cybersecurity, and has
development centers and sales o ces across Europe, North America,
and Asia. Three billion people rely on systems with embedded Enea
so ware when they use mobile phones and connect to the Internet.
The por olio includes products for 5G data management and policy
control, video tra c management, edge and access network
virtualizaDon, and deep packet inspecDon.

www.enea.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1989

Jan Häglund
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Equinix
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NASDAQ: EQIX

Equinix, a mul na onal company with U.S. headquarters, is a global
interconnec on and data center company with over 225 datacenters
in 63 markets. Its 10,000 customers include leading telecom service
providers, Fortune 500 / G2000 enterprises, and equipment
www.equinix.com
manufacturers worldwide. Pla orm Equinix combines a global
footprint of Interna onal Business Exchange (IBX) datacenters in the
Americas; Asia-Paci c; and Europe, the Middle East and Africa
regions, interconnec on solu ons, edge services, unique business
and digital ecosystems and expert consul ng and support.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 2000

Charles J. Meyers

Website

Ericsson
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NASDAQ: ERIC

Ericsson is a mul na onal networking and telecommunica ons
company with a range of products in 5G and edge compu ng that
target consumer, business, and service provider requirements. For
service providers, the Ericsson Edge NFVI pla orm is op mized to
www.ericsson.com
move tra c through a distributed network with the required
latency at low cost and with high throughput. The compact design
provides uni ed management of cloud-na ve applica ons and
virtual network func ons running on a single pla orm.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1981

Börje Ekholm

Website
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Guavus
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private - Owned by
Thales

Guavus helps CSPs, Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), Mul ple
System Operators (MSOs), and Mobile Virtual Network Operators
(MVNOs) automate network opera ons using big data AI and
analy cs. Solu ons can be used to improve customer experience,
reduce costs, and achieve the scale and security required by the
Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G. Products include Guavus-IQ, AIbased analy cs & automa on for CSPs; Ops-IQ, which addresses
network and service issues; and Service-IQ, which addresses the
CSP network and marke ng challenges through end-to-end
behavioral analy cs.

www.guavus.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

NA

Alexander Shevchenko

Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Hazelcast is a cloud applica on pla orm targted at global
enterprises to deliver ultra-low latency in data-intensive
applica ons. Hazelcast o ers a real- me, distributed stream
processing engine combined with an integrated in-memory data
store, enabling fast, elas c, and secure so ware systems.
Hazelcast also provides mul -instance needed for large-scale
workloads in the cloud, as well as the e ciency to run on limited
hardware for edge solu ons. This allows a consistent applica on
pla orm that seamlessly es remote compu ng sites together.

www.hazelcast.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

Hazelcast
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European Bank for Reconstruc on and Development (EBRD), via
its Venture Capital Investment Programme; Deutsche Inves ons$85 million
und Entwicklungsgesellscha mbH (DEG); C5 Capital; Bain Capital Kelly Herrell
Ventures, Earlybird Venture Capital, Capital One Growth Ventures,
Comerica Bank
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Hewle Packard Enterprise
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NYSE: HPE

HPE’s Edgeline Converged Edge Systems combine opera onal technology
(OT), such as data acquisi on, control systems, and industrial networks,
with enterprise-class IT in a single, rugged system suited for harsh edge
environments to enable innova ve new capabili es at the edge. These www.hpe.com
are open standards-based, high-performance, low-latency systems for
demanding use cases in a compact and ruggedized form factor equipped
with edge-op mized serviceability and remote systems management.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

2015 (with split from HP)

Antonio Neri

Website

In ot
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

In ot provides connec vity, zero trust security, and edge compu ng for
remote users, sites, and devices via a cloud-delivered thin wireless
edge access pla orm that supports wired, wireless, and cellular
www.in ot.com
connec ons. The company, founded in 2018 by founders of SD-WAN
startup VeloCloud (VMware), targets a market beyond SD-WAN that
includes IoT and low-power wireless environments.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$15 million

Lightspeed Venture Partners, Neotribe Ventures, Westwave Capital,
and Harpoon Ventures

Parag Thakore

Website
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Intel
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NASDAQ: INTC

Intel aims to build an ecosystem focusing on contribu ons to all
elements of the 5G infrastructure, including accelerators, systems on a
chip (SoCs), so ware, custom RAN con gura ons, and a common set
www.intel.com
of tools. The vendor is working with service providers and cloud tans
to create reference architectures and products that boost 5G
equipment, par cularly at the network edge.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1971

Pat Gelsinger

Website

Iten al
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Iten al provides powerful network automa on so ware to
companies worldwide, from Fortune 500 telecommunica ons and
nancial service companies to enterprises of all sizes. Iten al’s
Automa on Pla orm is an easy-to-use, scalable, and feature-rich
network automa on solu on for physical and virtual networks. It’s a www.iten al.com
vendor-agnos c solu on that seamlessly connects disparate systems
such as IT Service Management, inventory, analy cs, and
orchestra on tools for end-to-end and closed-loop network
automa on capabili es.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$5.5 million

Elsewhere Partners

Ian Bresnahan

Website
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Macrometa
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Macrometa targets applica on developers with a global network
of 175 regions that includes a serverless, stateful NoSQL
database that works with the company’s real- me edge
compu ng service to ingest, serve, and process globally
www.macrometa.co
distributed data. Macrometa claims developers can specify
compliant loca ons for data from cloud databases, data
warehouses, and data lakes, all accessible to remote users,
mobile devices, and Internet of Things (IoT) systems in under 10
milliseconds.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$7.9 million

Shasta Ventures, Benhamou Global Ventures, Partech, Sway
Ventures, Fusion Fund, Partech Partners, Jim Smith, DNX
Ventures, Velar Capital, Pelion

Chetan Venkatesh

Website

Metaswitch
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Metaswitch provides a wide variety of communica ons
so ware technology for public, private, or hybrid clouds,
including solu ons for packet core, voice core, and uni ed
communica ons environments. Metaswitch Fusion Core is a
Subsidiary of
programmable 5G solu on with user and core control planes
Microso (NASDAQ:
www.metaswitch.com
built using microservices. Prior to its acquisi on by Microso
MSFT)
in July 2020, Metaswitch was a partner in Microso 's Azure
Edge Stack project, which provides technology to extend cloud
to the edge of the network and connect it with 5G
infrastructure.
Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

Francisco Partners, Sequoia Capital

Mar n Lund
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Microso
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NASDAQ: MSFT

Microso aims to bring Azure func ons to telcos' 5G edge nodes
via technology from A rmed Networks (purchased in March
2020) and Metaswitch (purchased May 2020), along with Azure
Edge Zones and Azure Stack Edge solu ons. Azure Edge Zones
www.microso .com
extend Azure locally to the customer or carrier’s network edge.
Azure Stack Edge is an edge compu ng appliance managed by
Azure that brings the compute power and intelligence of Azure to
a corporate data center, a branch o ce, or a remote asset.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1986

Satya Nadella

Website

MobiledgeX
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Xetra: DTE

Founded by Deutsche Telekom and headquartered in San
Francisco, MobiledgeX o ers edge resources and services to
connect developers with the world's largest mobile networks
to power the next genera on of applica ons and devices,
enabling new and immersive experiences not possible without www.mobiledgex.com
edge services. MobiledgeX Edge-Cloud helps telco operators
build their own edge clouds and generate new revenue while
giving developers a pla orm to run their apps on telco edge
infrastructure.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1996

Jason Ho man

Website
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Ne oundry
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

NetFoundry o ers a zero trust, high performance network-as-aservice (NaaS)/SASE pla orm replacing the need for virtual private
networks (VPNs). Customers can spin up private, zero-trust
overlay networks in minutes, securely connec ng any applica on,
www.ne oundry.io
with centralized orchestra on and rou ng across any set of
networks. By elimina ng VPNs, NetFoundry improves security,
provisioning, management, and networking at the edge for
applica ons such as IoT.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

Tata Communica ons

Galeal Zino

Website

Netris
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Netris o ers an automa c network opera ons service that abstracts
complexi es of the physical network, enabling non-network personnel
as well as network operators to control applica ons. Netris takes over
and runs the en re network automa cally, including con guring and
managing switching, rou ng, load balancing, and security based on
user-de ned policies. While it op mizes performance at the network
edge, users can link Netris to cloud-na ve edge solu ons such as
AlefEdge’s 5G edge applica on programming interfaces (APIs).

www.Netris

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$1.7 million

UC Berkeley SkyDeck, SmartGate VC, Granatus VC

Alex Saroyan
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Nokia
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

NYSE: NOK

Nokia’s cloud-based edge datacenters support edge compute-based
network funcDons serving the next generaDon of applicaDons
providing real-Dme, low latency, and high scaling of performance and
bandwidth. Nokia edge has an opDmized cloud infrastructure with
www.nokia.com
carrier- grade high availability and scalability ranging from a single
server edge cloud to mulD-rack soluDons. Deployment, operaDng, and
lifecycle management of the Edge Datacenters is automated with AI/
ML to drive down TCO. Nokia’s hardware soluDons ful ll thermal,
physical, and power requirements of edge sites.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1994

Pekka Lundmark

Website

NVIDIA
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

NASDAQ: NVDA

NVIDIA o ers a complete por olio of ConnectX SmartNICs network
interface cards and BlueField DPU data processing units to o oad
networking and security func ons and accelerate MEC packet
processing using NVIDIA Mellanox ASAP2 (accelerated switching and
packet processing) technology to implement AI decision making
closer to the edge. ASAP2 enables so ware-de ned, hardwareaccelerated infrastructure to o oad processing to the NIC, freeing
the server to dedicate resources to applica on processing, resul ng
in higher system e ciency for IoT and 5G use cases.

www.nvidia.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1999

Jensen Huang
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PacketFabric
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

PacketFabric leverages an en rely automated so warede ned network (SDN)-based network architecture and the
latest in op cal and packet switching technology to enable
dynamic, real- me connec vity services between the world’s
www.packe abric.com
premier coloca on facili es. The NaaS pla orm delivers
simple, cost-e ec ve, and scalable network deployment via its
advanced APIs and web portal. PacketFabric’s Cloud Router
service op mizes applica on tra c between the edges of
mul ple cloud providers.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$75 million+

NantWorks and Digital Alpha Advisors

Dave Ward

Website

Pensando
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Pensando's Distributed Services Pla orm (DSP) is an edge solu on
based on the vendor’s customized Pen um 4 “Capri” processor
delivered on a small card for use in distributed servers. Each Capri
processor is equipped with a stack of security, networking, storage,
www.pensando.io
and cloud func ons designed to eliminate the need for mul ple
devices in the data center and edge loca ons. A Pensando Policy
and Services Manager (PSM) is equipped with APIs to integrate with
third-party management, orchestra on, and analy cs tools.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$278 million

Qualcomm, HPE, Lightspeed

Prem Jain

Website
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Red Hat (IBM)
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Subsidiary of IBM
(NYSE: IBM)

Red Hat (owned by IBM) has a proven, security-focused container
pla orm with policy-based control and automa on for applica ons.
More than Kubernetes, OpenShi includes an enterprise-grade
Linux OS, container run mes, networking, monitoring, registry, and www.ibm.com/cloud/
redhat
authen ca on and authoriza on. By using this open, horizontal
pla orm, customers gain vendor exibility and access to an
extensive partner ecosystem, including the NVIDIA EGX pla orm for
accelera ng AI, data science, and ML workloads.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 1999; now trades as subsidiary of IBM

Paul Cormier

Website

Saguna Networks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Saguna has created a series of mul -access edge compute (MEC)
products for mobile networks. Solu ons include a small vEdge
router for use at the network edge, close to branch o ces, drones,
autonomous vehicles, virtual reality setups, or IoT devices, which
www.saguna.net
implements a Saguna Edge Cloud with orchestra on and
automa on. A recently released vEdge+ release is designed to meet
the Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communica on (URLLC)
requirements of 5G networks.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$8.2 million

So Bank Ventures Korea, Akamai Technologies, CE Ventures,
iVentures Asia

Ido Gur

Website
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StackPath
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

StackPath’s edge network pla orm for developers o ers
serverless scrip ng, virtual machines (VMs), containers, and
object storage. It incorporates web applica on rewall (WAF),
managed Domain Name System (DNS), content delivery
networking (CDN), and service monitoring func ons. An
EdgeEngine orchestra on system automates all func ons and
features. StackPath’s pla orm includes edge loca ons in more
than 50 metros connected over a private ber backbone. The
StackPath Direct Connect service provides a private ber
connec on into the StackPath pla orm at any of the company’s
loca ons.

www.stackpath.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$396 million

Abry Partners, Juniper Networks, Cox Communica ons

Lance Crosby

SUSE/Rancher Labs
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Private

Rancher Labs is an open-source so ware company acquired by
SUSE in 2020. It o ers a hosted service to manage Kubernetes
clusters in datacenters or clouds and at the network edge. Rancher
tracks users, provisions clusters, manages upgrades, and sets
policies for security, networking, storage, and other aspects of
Kubernetes environments. Rancher o ers a range of tools
speci cally to streamline Kubernetes func ons for DevOps teams,
including app packaging, con nuous integra on/con nuous
delivery (CI/CD), logging, monitoring, and service mesh.

www.rancher.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$95 million

Telstra Ventures, May eld, Nexus Venture Partners, GRC SinoGreen,
Sheng Liang
and F&G Ventures
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Swim
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Swim has built an edge so ware stack to provide local data
processing, edge compu ng, and machine learning. The goal is to
deliver real- me business analy cs for IoT and other edge
applica ons, by op mizing the processing and storage of data at the
www.swim.ai
edge. Swim believes the cost of data storage and transport is
expensive and not all edge data needs to be uploaded further into
the cloud. Swim Co-founder Simon Crosby is known for his work as
a former CTO at Citrix and a Co-Founder and former CTO of
cybersecurity company Bromium.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$25 million

Harris Barton, Silver Creek Ventures, Cambridge Innova on Capital

Rusty Cumpston

Website

Ubiqube
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

UBiqube o ers MSAc vator, an integrated automa on pla orm
(IAP) that uses highly abstracted device and func on modeling to
eliminate the integra on penalty associated with distributed
infrastructures. It provides a smooth journey to digital
infrastructure automa on for telcos, enterprises, industries, and
www.ubiqube.com
ci es. MSAc vator provides full infrastructure lifecycle
management. It supports the edge, with its blending of
technologies (5G, virtualiza on, etc.), applica ons, and vendors
with integra on of automa on and security across a vendoragnos c digital infrastructure.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

At least $20 million

NTT Comware

Nabil Lawrence Souli

Website
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Vapor IO
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Vapor IO delivers the Kine c Edge, comprising edge coloca on, edge
exchange, and edge networking facilitated by mul ple micro datacenters
in a mesh of nodes within each of 20 U.S. metros. Vapor’s SDN pla orm
allows virtual LANs to span mul ple Vapor IO and third-party sites.
www.vapor.io
Kine c Edge works with the nearest Internet exchange for any Internetbound tra c. A Kine c Edge Alliance provides an ecosystem of
technology partners that generates solu ons for a range of edge use
cases.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$90 million+

Goldman Sachs, Crown Castle, Berkshire Partners, and Elsewhere
Partners

Cole Crawford

Website

Versa Networks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Versa provides a por olio of SD-WAN and SASE
technologies to set up and manage "so ware-de ned
branches" for enterprise customers. The solu on deploys
a cloud-based so ware stack to deliver func ons including
SD-WAN, rou ng, next-genera on rewall (NGFW), secure
www.versa-networks.com
web gateway (SWG), private access, intrusion protec on
and preven on, cloud access security broker (CASB), an virus and an -malware, role-based access control, and
user and en ty behavior analy cs. A Versa Titan SASE
solu on supports remote sites.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$43.4 million

Sequoia, May eld, Verizon Ventures, Ar s Ventures,
Comcast Ventures, Liberty Global Ventures, Princeville
Global Fund, RPS Ventures

Kelly Ahuja

Website
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VMware
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

VMware (NYSE: VMW), based in Palo Alto, Calif., o ers the VMware
SASE Pla orm which converges cloud networking, cloud security
and Zero Trust network access and web security, with Edge Network
Intelligence. It is a cloud- rst o ering that delivers applica on
quality assurance, intrinsic security, visibility into end user
experience and opera onal simplicity and is ideal for enterprises
that are especially suppor ng a work-from-anywhere workforce.
The VMware SASE Pla orm is architected to leverage the power of www.vmware.com
the Cloud while minimizing complexity at the edge. The pla orm
enables a uni ed edge and cloud service model with a single place
to manage business policy, con gura on, and monitoring. VMware
is an industry leader and companies, including AT&T, choose the
VMware solu on to successfully bridge their nascent 5G networks
and SD-WAN.

NYSE: VMW

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

IPO 2007

Zane Rowe (interim)

Volta Networks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Volta has created a Virtual Elas c Rou ng Engine (VEVRE) that
disaggregates the router control plane and runs in it a range of public,
private, or hybrid clouds, improving performance at the network edge.
Designed to work with white-box switches, VEVRE scales up to 255
www.voltanet.io
virtual routers per switch, with virtual route processors assigned to
physical or logical ports. Volta’s so ware is based on the open-source
Free Range Rou ng (FRR) stack.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$22.1 million

Hyperplane, Project 11 Ventures

Dean Bogdanovic

Website
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Weaveworks
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

Weaveworks leverages a GitOps model in a pla orm aimed at
helping developers build, secure, and manage containerized
Kubernetes applica ons at scale. Weaveworks Kubernetes Pla orm
(WKP) streamlines enterprise use of Kubernetes across public
www.weave.works
cloud, hybrid, and edge deployments by providing automated
con nuous delivery pipelines, observability, and monitoring.
Weaveworks claims to minimize opera ons overhead with
automated cluster lifecycle management: upgrades, security
patches, and cluster extension updates.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$60 million

Accel, Deutsche Telekom, Ericsson, Google Ventures, Orange
Ventures, Redine Capital, Sonae IM

Alexis Richardson

Website

Wind River
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Website

Wind River has for decades provided a backbone for global
telecommunica ons infrastructure, with o erings used by all top
telecom equipment manufacturers. It has been a leader in the
A private subsidiary early 5G landscape, powering 5G RAN deployments. The vendor
of TPG Capital,
o ers a comprehensive, edge-to-cloud so ware por olio
which is private
designed to address the challenges and opportuni es cri cal
infrastructure companies face when evolving and modernizing
their systems as they work to realize the full poten al of IoT and
intelligent connected systems.

www.windriver.com

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

NA

TPG Capital

Kevin Dallas
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ZEDEDA
Public
(Ticker Symbol)
or Private

Descrip on

Private

ZEDEDA's edge orchestra on system is a so ware stack featuring
vendor-neutral open APIs that combines a hypervisor and
“unikernels” – distributed micro-applica ons together with only the
underlying opera ng system required to run them. Unlike a Docker
or Kubernetes container, unikernels don’t provide a complete
www.zededa.com
opera ng system, run me, libraries, etc., reducing overhead and
speeding response mes. Customers are using ZEDEDA’s solu on to
orchestrate, monitor, and automate edge compu ng at remote sites
and to deploy Kubernetes-managed applica ons with zero trust
security.

Total Funding
(If Private)

Notable Investors (Year of IPO If Public)

CEO

$19 million

Energize Ventures, Lux Capital

Said Ouissal

Website
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